ACTIVITY: ‘SING MY DREAM’

TIME:  5–10 minutes  
SIZE: Whole of class  
SPACE: No special requirements  
RESOURCES: A-B-C-D Model (p.54 or SenseAbility CD)

The aim is to allow students to experience a situation where their thoughts about an event affect their feelings. The result should be that students understand that they can control the way they think about events and so exercise some control over their emotional responses. The activity should also highlight the link between thoughts and feelings, and show how our thoughts have the power to increase or decrease our personal stress.

1. Tell your students that, to set the tone for Sense of Future, you are going to randomly pick four people from the class to stand up the front and improvise a song about what they want to be or do in the future.*

2. Explain that everyone has five minutes to start thinking about their aspirations and compose their song. Students are NOT to talk with their classmates in this time.

3. Pretend to be busy with notes/work but try to observe your students’ reactions.

4. After one minute has elapsed, stop your students (no one will be singing; this was an experiment to gauge students’ responses to a specific event, but do not tell the class this yet).

5. Commence class discussion using the tables below drawn onto the whiteboard.

LIST STUDENTS’ RESPONSES

6. On the whiteboard, draw up a five-column table. Label the first column ‘A: Event’ and write beneath it: ‘Asked to sing about a future goal in front of the class’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A: Event</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASKED TO SING ABOUT A FUTURE GOAL IN FRONT OF THE CLASS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Label the third and fourth columns ‘Emotions’ and ‘Bodily symptoms’, under the broader title ‘C: Feelings’, and ask students: What were you feeling during the activity minute (e.g. anxious, excited, angry, unconcerned)? What was happening to your body (e.g. increased heart rate, sweaty palms, tense muscles)? Write the various answers in columns three and four.

8. Label the fifth column ‘D: Behaviour’ and ask those same students: What were you doing during the minute (e.g. fidgeting, looking around at friends/others, avoiding eye contact with the teacher)? Write responses in column five.

9. Label the second column ‘B: Thoughts’ and ask the same students: What was going through your mind when you were told that you might have to stand up and sing about your aspirations (e.g. ‘I’ll make a fool of myself’, ‘This is unfair’, ‘This is exciting!’, ‘I’m good at singing’)? Write responses in column two.

*You can substitute another activity for this, so long as it is likely to evoke a wide range of reactions in your students.

(cont.)
**DISCUSSION SUGGESTIONS**

- Highlight that a whole raft of different responses – anger, nervousness, excitement – all resulted from the one common event. Ask: What caused you all to feel and act in different ways?

- Brainstorm some thoughts that might challenge unhelpful self-talk for this activity (e.g. ‘Maybe I’ll actually come up with something good’ or ‘At least I’m not the only one, we’re all in the same boat’, etc.). Ask: What feelings might these more helpful thoughts have resulted in?

- Brainstorm some other real-life instances where people might have a variety of reactions to the same event. Try to predict the likely feelings and actions that result from various ways of thinking. Ask: Which thoughts would be helpful, and which would be unhelpful to the situation? Which thoughts would be most beneficial to the person’s overall goal (e.g. to be happy; to do a good job)?

- Brainstorm a list of events that have the potential to cause stress and anxiety about the future (e.g. sudden illness, exams, asking someone for a date, preparing for an audition or trying out for a sports team). But remember the amount of stress and anxiety you feel is linked directly to how you think about the event. This is because unhelpful thoughts have the potential to stop us setting goals, making plans, and working effectively for things in the future. So, changing the way you think is the most effective way to control your feelings and actions, and to reduce stress and anxiety.

- If any student has composed a song they’d like to share, now is a good time to do so.